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Abstract

Light verb constructions (LVCs) pose a serious challenge for both theoretical and applied linguistics as their syntactic structures are not solely determined by verbs alone but also by predicative nouns. In this contribution, we introduce an initial step to a new formal lexicographic representation of LVCs for the valency lexicon of Czech verbs, VALLEX.

The main idea underlying our representation is to decompose the information on an LVC between (i) the verbal valency frame and (ii) the nominal valency frame. Both deep and surface syntactic structures of LVCs can be easily derived from the information given in the verbal and nominal frames by application of formal rules as they are introduced in this contribution.

1 Introduction

Light verb constructions (LVCs) represent a type of complex predicate where two syntactic elements serve as a single predicate – for example, in Czech, light verbs combine with predicative nouns, ex. (1), adjectives, ex. (2), or adverbs, ex. (3) (LVCs are typed in bold). These combinations are characterized by ambivalent relations: from a syntactic point of view, a light verb is the governing component of the collocation; however, from a semantic point of view, it is the predicative noun that represents the governing component.

(1) Petr získal souhlas od svého nadřízeného ke změně právního zástupce firmy.
Eng. Peter won approval from his boss to change the legal representative of the company.

(2) Jan je podobný svému otcí.
Eng. John is like his father.

(3) Výpověď klíčového svědka by mohla vnest do případu jasno.
Eng. Key witness testimony could shed light on the case.

Considering the wide range of issues, this study is limited to Czech LVCs based on the collocations of a light verb and a predicative noun, see ex. (1).

Despite being subject to many analyses, see esp. (Butt, 2010), a clear-cut definition of LVCs is still missing. In this paper, we follow both semantic and syntactic criteria for distinguishing LVCs. (i) The semantic operational criterion is based on the observation that a predicative noun (a predicative adjective or a predicative adverb) – as a semantic governing element – stands for the entire collocation of the predicative noun and a light verb; i.e., a predicative noun shows the same semantic distribution as the entire collocation. (ii) According to the syntactic criterion, some valency complementations of a light verb and a predicative noun have to be referentially identical, see esp. (Radimský, 2010) and (Kolárová, 2010).

Like other types of multiword expressions, LVCs pose a serious challenge for both theoretical and applied linguistics (Sag et al., 2002). As they require special treatment in NLP tasks, esp. in machine translation, their automatic recognition would bring a substantial benefit. Developing automatic recognition tools can be greatly assisted by lexical resources providing formal description of LVCs, see e.g. PropBank (Hwang et al., 2010), and WordNet (Vincze et al., 2012).

In this paper, we propose a formal representation of LVCs in the valency lexicon of Czech verbs, VALLEX. The VALLEX lexicon is a collection of rich linguistically annotated data resulting from an attempt at a formal description of the valency behavior of Czech verbs. It provides the information on the valency structure of Czech verbs.

http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/vallex
verbs in the form of valency frames, each valency frame corresponding to a single verbal lexical unit. For the description of valency, the valency theory formulated within the Functional Generative Description (FGD) – a dependency based framework – has been adopted (Sgall et al., 1986). Valency in FGD is related to the tectogrammatical layer – to a layer of linguistically structured meaning (roughly speaking, to a deep-syntactic layer). Five types of verbal actants – labeled by functors ACTor (ACT), PATient (PAT), ADDRessee (ADDR), ORIGin (ORIG), and EFFect (EFF) – have been determined. The first two – ACT and PAT – are distinguished on the syntactic basis. In assigning the remaining three actants – ADDR, ORIG and EFF – semantic criteria are taken into account as well, see esp. (Panevová, 1994).

The issue of LVCs (as well as other types of complex predicates) has remained underdeveloped in VALLEX so far. The main motivation of this paper is to propose an adequate representation of this phenomenon in order to fill such serious gap in the description of valency behavior of Czech verbs. When designing an LVCs representation for VALLEX, we draw inspiration esp. from the Explanatory Combinatorial Dictionary of the Contemporary Russian Language elaborated within the Meaning-Text Theory, in which a strong emphasis is put on the systematic description of combinatorial potentials of lexical units, see (Mel’čuk and Žolkovskij, 1984). For the description of LVCs, several lexical functions – allowing to identify verbonominal collocations – are used, see (Mel’čuk, 1996).

We have carried out a detailed analysis of semantic and (deep) syntactic aspects of Czech LVCs in the VALLEX lexicon (Section 4). The proposed representation decomposes the information on LVCs between verbal and nominal lexicon entries, which are interlinked by a special attribute -lvc. Moreover, a special attribute -map attached to the verbal frame provides the information on the linking between verbal and nominal valency complementations referring to the same entities in LVCs. Based on this linking, deep and surface syntactic structure of LVCs can be derived by application of formal rules, which capture ‘patterns’ common to individual types of LVCs.

2 Semantic and (Deep) Syntactic Aspects

In this section, semantic and (deep) syntactic aspects of Czech LVCs are described in detail. When describing LVCs, it shows fruitful to distinguish:

(i) semantic participants involved in the situation expressed by a given LVC (related to semantic content),

(ii) valency complementations (related to the deep syntactic layer), and

(iii) surface syntactic positions (related to the surface syntactic layer).

Here the relation between semantic participants (Subsection 2.1) and valency complementations in LVCs is discussed (Subsection 2.2).

2.1 Semantic Participants

Verbonominal collocations forming LVCs represent a type of complex predicates where two syntactic elements – a light verb and a predicative noun – serve as a single predicate. In contrast to a single predicating verb, in LVCs, semantic features are decomposed between a light verb and a predicative noun.

Generally, whereas the inventory of units of syntactic layers have been well elaborated, the inventory of semantic participants has not been satisfactorily compiled so far in FGD. Here we have adopted semantic roles used in FrameNet for the description of semantic participants.
To be semantically complete, the light verb combines with the predicative noun
hlášení ‘report’ that denotes the situation of ‘conveying a piece of information
to a recipient by a speaker’. This situation involves three participants – ‘Speaker’, ‘Recip’,
and ‘Information’ (abbr. ‘Inform’). As a result, the situation expressed by the
collocation obdržet hlášení ‘to receive report’ is the situation of reporting, characterized by
the semantic participants provided by the predicative noun, see ex. (9).

2.2 Valency Complementations

From a (deep) syntactic point of view, both a predicative noun and a light verb
in an LVC preserve their own valency potentials (represented in a form of
valency frames), i.e., they are characterized each by own sets of valency complementations.
In case of predicative nouns, valency frames represent the usage of nouns in nominal structures.
In case of light verbs, we observe that in Czech valency frames are prototypically identical
with the frames of their full verb counterparts. Thus
we assume that the valency frames of light verbs are inherited from the valency frames of the
respective full verbs, see Subsection 2.3.2. As light verbs – entering into combination with predicative
nouns – form multiword lexical units, their valency frames describe some kind of ‘proto lexical
units’ (in contrast to valency frames of full verbs, where valency frames correspond to lexical units).

For instance, both the verb obdržet ‘to receive’ and the noun hlášení ‘report’ forming the LVC
obdržet hlášení ‘to receive report’ are characterized by their own valency frames: (i) The valency
frame of the verb is inherited from the valency frame of the full verb (10), see ex. (11). (ii) The
valency frame of the noun (12) represents the usage of noun in a nominal structure, see ex. (13).

10 obdržet ‘to receive’ … ACT PAT ORIG

The valency complementations of the full verb are mapped onto the semantic participants ‘Recip’, ‘Theme’, and ‘Agent’, respectively; see ex. (11).

11 Výherce ACT: Recip od nás ORIG:Agent obdržel drobný dárk PAT: Theme

Eng. ‘The winner will receive a small gift from us’.
The nominal valency complementations are mapped onto the semantic participants ‘Speaker’, ‘Recip’, and ‘Inform’ respectively, see ex. (13).

(13)  
Policistovo:\textit{ACT:Speaker} hlášení\textit{velitelí:ADDR:Recip o akci:PAT:Inform bylo stručné.}

Eng. The officer’s\textit{ACT:Speaker} reported on the action\textit{PAT:Inform} to his commander\textit{ADDR:Recip} was brief.

The correspondence between valency complementations of a verb and those of a noun in LVCs is discussed in the following subsections.

2.3 Linking of Verbal and Nominal Valency Complementations

A predicative noun (as was shown above) contributes its semantic participants (linked with nominal valency complementations) to the LVC. On the other hand, the verbal complementations are not semantically saturated, see Subsection 2.1. To acquire semantic capacity, the verbal complementations are interlinked with nominal ones (saturated by nominal semantic participants).

The linking of verbal complementations with the nominal ones is reflected in the notions of fusion or merger posited in connection with LVCs by authors from different theoretical backgrounds, see esp. (Alsina, 1997) and (Mohanand, 1997). In FGD, this fact is tentatively referred to as sharing valency complementations between a verbal and a nominal valency frame which is indicated by a specific type of grammatical coreference – quasi-control, see esp. (Mikulová et al., 2006), (Kolářová, 2010), and (Cinková, 2009).

For instance, when the verb \textit{obdržet} ‘to receive’ combines with the predicative noun \textit{hlášení} ‘report’, the noun occupies the verbal valency ‘PATient’. In accordance with FGD, we re-assign this valency complementation with the functor ‘CPHR’ (‘CompoundPHRaseme’) referring to a predicative component in complex predicates, see (Mikulová et al., 2006). The remaining valency complementations, ‘ORIGin’ and ‘ACTor’ in the verbal frame (10), are linked with the nominal complementations ‘ACTor’ and ‘ADDRsee’ in (12), respectively. As argued above, the linking allows the given verbal complementations to acquire semantic capacity from the nominal complementations.

2.3.1 Direction of Linking

With respect to the fact that a change of a light verb may trigger the changes in the linking of verbal and nominal valency complementations, we assume that it is the light verb that determines the linking of its complementation(s).

For instance, according to our suggestion, the arrangement of the links is evoked by the verb \textit{obdržet} ‘to receive’ (not by the noun \textit{hlášení} ‘report’) in the LVC \textit{obdržet hlášení} ‘to receive report’, see Fig. 1. This hypothesis is supported by the following observation: when the noun \textit{hlášení} ‘report’ enters into combination with another light verb, e.g., with the verb \textit{podat} ‘to hand’ (resulting in the LVC \textit{podat hlášení} ‘to make report’), it leads to the rearrangement of the linking – in this case, the nominal ‘ACTor’ and ‘ADDRsee’ are linked with the ‘ACTor’ and ‘ADDRsee’ of the verb \textit{podat} ‘to hand’, respectively, see ex. (14) and Fig. 2.

(14)  
Policista:\textit{ACT:Speaker} podal \textit{hlášení o akci:PAT:Info} svému veliteli\textit{ADDR:Recip.}

Eng. The officer\textit{ACT:Speaker} reported on the action\textit{PAT:Info} to his
commander ADDR: Recip.

Figure 2: The linking of verbal valency complementations with nominal complementations (black arrows) and their saturation with the nominal semantic participants in the LVC podat hlášení ‘to make report’.

2.3.2 Verbal Valency Frame of a Light Verb

Let us repeat that from our point of view, valency frames of light verbs are inherited from the valency frames of their full counterparts, i.e., the valency frames of light verbs are prototypically identical with the frames of the respective full verbs (with the only difference that the complementation referring to a predicative noun is marked with ‘CPHR’ functor), as was stated in Subsections 2.2 and 2.3.

There is only one additional exception. In comparison with the valency frames of full verbs, the number of valency complementations in the frames of light verbs can be reduced. According to our proposal, only those verbal valency complementations from the valency frame that acquire semantic content from nominal ones are retained in the valency frame. Thus in case of light verbs, only those valency complementations (in addition to ‘CPHR’) that acquire semantic capacity via the linking with nominal complementations are employed in the valency frame. Those verbal complementations that are depleted in any semantic content (i.e., those that remain unlinked with any nominal complementation) are removed from the valency frame.

These cases occur when the number of nominal complementations is lower than the number of verbal ones left in the verbal valency frame after a predicative noun occupies some verbal complementation. Let us exemplify this case on the verb podat ‘to hand’ when it enters into combination with the predicative noun výkon ‘performance’ (resulting in the LVC podat výkon ‘to give performance’), see ex. (5). This predicative noun is characterized by a single valency complementation – ‘ACTor’ corresponding to the semantic participant ‘Agent’. When this noun combines with the verb podat ‘to hand’, it fills the verbal ‘PATient’ (assigned with ‘CPHR’). Then two verbal complementations – ‘ACTor’ and ‘ADDRessee’ – remain left in the verbal frame. The verbal ‘ACTor’ is linked with the nominal ‘ACTor’; however, the verbal ‘ADDRessee’ remains unlinked. As a result, the ‘ADDRessee’ is deleted from the respective verbal valency frame, see Fig. 3.

Figure 3: The linking of verbal valency complementations with nominal complementations (black arrows) and their saturation with the nominal semantic participants in the LVC podat výkon ‘to give performance’, see esp. the unlinked (and thus deleted) verbal ‘ADDRessee’ (in gray).

3 Syntactic Expressions and Morphemic Forms of Valency Complementations

We have argued that both a light verb and a predicative noun retain their own valency potentials, i.e., they correspond to separate valency frames, see Subsection 2.2. These valency structures enter into interaction which results in a complex surface syntactic structure of a LVC.

In general, the number of valency complementations that can be expressed on the surface is determined by the number of semantic participants involved in the situation expressed by an LVC, plus one verbal complementation (‘CPHR’) that is reserved for a predicative noun.

Czech, as an inflectional language encoding surface syntactic relations via morphological cases, gives us an excellent opportunity to study the role of valency complementations of a light verb and a predicative noun in the complex surface structure formation. According to morphemic forms of valency complementations expressed on the surface in LVCs, we can infer that the surface syntactic structure of an LVC is typically partly formed by a verbal valency frame and partly by a nominal valency frame.
We formulate the following hypothesis: It is a verb that, in general, determines the syntactic structure of a sentence. Thus in case that a particular semantic participant is linked with both a nominal valency complementation (directly) and a verbal valency complementation (via the link to a nominal valency complementation), it is a verb (not a noun) that retains the complementation in the resulted surface structure (and thus prescribes the morphemic form of the complementation). As each semantic participant is prototypically expressed only once, we consider the respective nominal complementation as elliptic (i.e., as having zero morphemic realization).

Based on this hypothesis, the following rules can be formulated:

- From the verbal valency frame, those verbal valency complementations that are semantically saturated via linking with some nominal valency complementations can be expressed on the surface.

- From the nominal frame, those nominal complementations that remain unlinked with any verbal ones are expressed on the surface. On the contrary, the nominal complementation affected by linking with verbal complementation remains unexpressed on the surface.\(^3\)

Let us exemplify the proposed rules on the example of the LVC \(\text{obdržet hlášení} \) ‘to receive report’, which expresses the situation of reporting characterized by three situational participants – ‘Speaker’, ‘Recip’, and ‘Inform’ (as discussed in Section 2). Thus three valency complementations can be surface syntactically structured in the LVC (in addition to the valency complementation occupied by the predicative noun), see ex. (19).

As to the valency behavior, the light verb \(\text{obdržet} \) ‘to receive’ is characterized by the valency frame (16) inherited from the frame of its full counterpart (15). The valency frame of the predicative noun \(\text{hlášení} \) ‘report’ (17) describes the usage of the noun in a nominal structure, as in ex. (18).

\(^3\)In some cases, ‘ACTor’ can be expressed twice on the surface, i.e., as a nominal and a verbal complementation, despite being interlinked, e.g., \(\text{Nemocnice svůj boj proti rušení akutních léčeb se nezdvihají.} \) ‘The hospitals do not give up their fight against eliminating acute beds.’ However, the possibility of expressing the ‘ACTor’ twice in a surface structure is subject to strong stylistic constraints in Czech.

1. When used in the LVC, one valency complementation of the verb \(\text{obdržet} \) ‘to receive’ – ‘PATient’ expressed in accusative case – is filled with the predicative noun \(\text{hlášení} \) ‘report’; instead of ‘PATient’, this complementation is marked by the ‘CPHR’ functor distinguishing the light verb from the full verb, see above.

2. Five valency complementations – two from the verbal frame (‘ACTor’ and ‘ORIGin’) and three from the nominal one (‘ACTor’, ‘ADDRessee’, and ‘PATient’) – remain left in total for the expression of three semantic participants – ‘Speaker’, ‘Recip’, and ‘Inform’. Two verbal valency complementations ‘ACTor’ and ‘ORIGin’ acquire semantic capacity from the nominal ‘ADDRessee’ and ‘ACTor’, respectively, see Subsection 2.2 and Fig. 1. Namely, the verbal ‘ACTor’ is linked with ‘Recip’ (via nominal ‘ADDRessee’) and the verbal ‘ORIGin’ is linked with ‘Speaker’ (via nominal ‘ACTor’). According to our hypothesis, the verb retains these two complementations in the surface structure and it determines their morphemic forms, nominative and prepositional group od+genitive, respectively; see valency frame (15).

As a result, nominal ‘ADDRessee’ and ‘ACTor’, remain unexpressed on the surface, see Fig. 4 displaying the (simplified) dependency tree representing ex. (19) – the linked valency complementations are related by coreferential arrows going from the complementations unexpressed on the surface to the expressed ones.

3. The nominal ‘PATient’ – not being linked with any verbal complementation, see Fig. 1 – is expressed by the prepositional group o+locative modifying the noun as when the noun is used outside the LVC, see ex. (18) and (19).
The proposed hypotheses on the surface syntactic formation of LVCs deserve further examination on the corpus data.

3.1 Basic Typology of Syntactic Structures with Light Verb Constructions

We have identified three types of complex surface syntactic structures of LVCs in Czech (according to the linking criteria). They are briefly exemplified in the following paragraphs.

**Type 1.** All verbal complementations (excluding ‘CPHR’) are interlinked with the nominal ones and no nominal complementation remains unlinked. In this case, all the verbal complementations are expressed on the surface whereas all nominal complementations remain unexpressed. Compare with ex. (20) where the verbal ‘ACTor’ and ‘ADDRessee’ (linked with the nominal ‘ACTor’ and ‘ADDRessee’, respectively) are realized in the resulting surface structure, whereas the respective nominal ones remain unexpressed (Fig. 5).

\[(20) \text{Janovi}_{\text{ADDR}} \text{ poskytovala}_{\text{ADDR}} \text{ podporu}_{\text{CPHR}} \text{ rodina}_{\text{ACT}}.\]

Eng. John’s family\textit{ACT} provided support\textit{CPHR} to him\textit{ADDR}.

**Type 2.** All verbal valency complementations (excluding ‘CPHR’) are linked with the nominal ones; however, some nominal complementations remain unlinked. In this case, the linked verbal complementations are expressed whereas the corresponding nominal complementations are unexpressed in the resulted surface structure (as in Type 1). Further, the unlinked nominal complementations remain expressed as nominal ones. Compare with ex. (21) where the verbal ‘ACTor’ (linked with the nominal ‘ACTor’) is expressed in the resulted surface structure, whereas the nominal ‘ADDRessee’ (being unlinked with any verbal complementation) is realized as a nominal complementation (expressed by the morphemic form determined by the given noun, Fig. 6).

\[(21) \text{Dceřin} \textit{přítel}_{\text{ACT}} \text{ na nás}_{\text{ADDR}} \textit{udělal}_{\text{CPHR}} \textit{dojem}_{\text{CPHR}}.\]

Eng. The daughter’s boyfriend\textit{ACT} made an impression\textit{CPHR} on us\textit{ADDR}.

**Type 3.** Not all verbal valency complementations (besides ‘CPHR’) are linked with the nominal ones, see Fig. 3. The linked ones are expressed on the surface whereas the unlinked ones are deleted from the verbal valency frame, see ex. (22) where the verbal ‘ADDRessee’ is not structured (Fig. 7), see also Subsection 2.3.2, Fig. 3.

\[(22) \text{Sportovec}_{\text{ACT}} \text{ podal}_{\text{CPHR}} \text{ výkon}_{\text{CPHR}}.\]

Eng. The sportsman\textit{ACT} gave a great performance\textit{CPHR}.

4 Light Verb Constructions in VALLEX

In this section, the lexicographic representation of LVCs is proposed for the valency lexicon of Czech...
verbs, VALLEX. As every light verb and predicative noun creating an LVC are characterized by their own valency potentials, we represent them by separate valency frames: (i) for light verbs (Subsection 4.1) and (ii) for predicative nouns (Subsection 4.2). These frames are interlinked by references so that the whole collocations can be easily obtained. A special attention is paid to the representation of the mapping between valency complementations of predicative nouns and light verbs.

In the current version VALLEX 2.5, there are roughly 2,730 verb lexeme entries containing together around 6,460 verb lexical units; under the term lexical unit, we understand a form-meaning complex with (relatively) stable and discrete semantic properties. A lexeme then represents an abstract two-fold unit associating lexical form(s) with lexical unit(s). The verbs were selected according to their frequency in (the part of) the Czech National Corpus⁴ SYN2000 – the corpus coverage is approximately 98%. In building the lexicon, the main emphasis was laid on both human and machine readability – this is reflected in three formats of the lexicon: XML, HTML, and PDF formats.

The lexical entries of verbs in the VALLEX lexicon were exhaustively described in, e.g., (Žabokrtský and Lopatková, 2007). Let us shortly recapitulate here the basic information relevant for our explanation. Each lexical unit – represented by a lemma (or set of lemmas) – is characterized by obligatory attributes: gloss(es), a valency frame, and example(s). The valency frame, which provides the core information in the lexicon, is modeled as a sequence of valency slots. Each slot stands for one valency complementation; it is characterized by a functor (indicating the type of the semantic relation of a valency complementation to a verb), by obligatoriness (in superscript), and by a list of possible morphemic form(s) (in subscript). In addition, optional attributes may follow (providing the information on syntactico-semantic class, the information of applicable alternations, etc.).

4.1 Representation of Light Verbs

In this subsection, we describe the necessary modification of verb lexical entries for the purpose of the representation of light verbs. Let us stress that light verbs in the VALLEX lexicon will be represented by ‘proto lexical units’ (proto-LUs) (as light verbs form multiword lexical units only in combination with predicative nouns, see Subsection 2.2). These proto-LUs are characterized by valency frames inherited from the frames of their full verb counterparts. Proto-LUs have to provide the following types of information:

I. In the inherited frame, the verbal valency complementation that is filled with a predicative noun is specified – its functor is changed to ‘CPHR’. In case that more verbal valency complementations can be filled by (different) predicative nouns, more inherited valency frames are determined, with different valency slots identified as ‘CPHR’.

II. For each inherited valency frame, a list of possible linking(s) between the valency complementations of a light verb and those of a predicative noun is given in a special attribute -map, see Fig. 8.⁵ The following information can be drawn from the linkings:

– which of the given valency complementation(s) is/are expressed in a surface structure as verbal modification(s) (those complementations that are linked (via nominal complementations) with semantic participants, see Section 3, Type 1, 2 and 3), and
– which verbal valency complementation(s) is/are deleted from the verbal frame (those that are not linked) and thus cannot be expressed on the surface (Section 3, Type 3).

⁴http://ucnk.ff.cuni.cz

⁵As it is a light verb that forms the syntactic structure of a sentence, this information is listed within verbal frames, see Subsection 2.3.
Moreover, each inherited valency frame of a light verb contains the references to possible predicative nouns that form LVCs with the given light verb. As the mapping may differ for different predicative nouns, these references are attached to individual types of linkings.

For instance, the verb *podávat* | *podat* ‘to hand’ as a full verb is characterized by the lexical unit displayed on the top of Fig. 8. The valency frame representing the full verb is inherited by the proto-LU of the light verb; this proto-LU is characterized by the valency frame displayed below. In this valency frame, the ‘PATient’ is filled by predicative nouns (and thus replaced by the ‘CPHR’ functor). Moreover, two possible types of linking between verbal and nominal complementations are specified. Both linkings are attributed with the list of predicative nouns forming respective collocations.

### 4.2 Representation of Predicative Nouns

The current version of the VALLEX lexicon covers only verbs, it does not comprise nouns. Thus for the purpose of the description of LVCs, it is necessary to enrich the lexicon with predicative nouns. The logical structure of VALLEX is designed in a way allowing for its further enriching with another part-of-speech. As in case of verbs, each lexical unit of a noun is provided with a set of obligatory attributes providing the key information on the lexical unit – including a valency frame, gloss(es), and example(s). Again, the valency frame contains the core information on valency behavior of nouns. In case of predicative nouns, each noun is assigned the valency frame corresponding to the usage of the noun outside LVC(s), see, e.g., the valency frame of the noun *hlášení* ‘report’ given in (17), Section 3 describing the usage of the noun in ex. (18).

In addition, a list of optional attributes that are applicable only to relevant lexical units may follow. Each predicative noun entering into combination with a light verb is attached with the optional attribute −lvc containing references to possible light verbs forming LVCs with the given predicative noun; see, e.g., the proposed VALLEX lexical unit for the noun *hlášení* ‘report’ in Fig. 9.

![Figure 8: The lexical unit of the full verb and the proto lexical unit of the light verb podat, podávat ‘to hand’ in VALLEX.](image)

![Figure 9: The proposed lexical unit in VALLEX describing the noun podat ‘to hand’.](image)

### 5 Conclusion

We have provided a detailed analysis of the semantic and deep syntactic aspects of light verb constructions – we have explained the role of semantic participants with nominal and verbal valency complementations and their interlinking. We have also addressed the issue of surface syntactic expressions of LVCs by giving an explanation of changes in morphemic forms of the valency complementations affected in these constructions.

Our hypotheses have been projected to the proposal of the representation of Czech LVCs in the VALLEX lexicon. We have proposed to decompose the information on LVCs between (i) verbal valency frames (corresponding to light verbs) and (ii) nominal valency frames (corresponding to predicative nouns). Both frames are interlinked by special attribute −lvc.

The proposed representation reflects the close interplay between two components of LVCs – a

---

6 The list of relevant light verbs are obtained automatically from the verbal part of the VALLEX lexicon – we suppose that for human readers, it is highly relevant to provide this information (also) within the nominal frame; the automatic extraction of such lists reduces duplicity (and thus decreases possible inconsistencies in the lexicon).
light verb and a predicative noun. The information provided by the \textit{-lvc} attribute assigned to protolexical units representing light verbs together with valency frames (inherited from full verbs) make it easy to derive both deep syntactic structure as well as surface syntactic structure and morphemic expressions of verbal and nominal valency complementations of LVCs.

As the future work, the proposed hypotheses on surface syntactic formation of LVCs will be further examined on the corpus data. Moreover, esp. three issues should be addressed in connection with LVCs: As for light verbs, a comprehensive inventory of their aspectual nuances should be compiled and included in their representation. As for predicative nouns, the restrictions imposed on the morphological category of number (e.g., \textit{upadnout do rozpak˚u} ‘to fall into embarrassment’ where the Czech predicative noun can be used only in plural) deserve further theoretical research whose results should be covered in the lexicon as well. Further, the possibility of expressing some of valency complementations twice in the surface structure deserves further investigation.
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